Abstract. We shall prove a version of Gauß's Lemma that recursively constructs polynomials
The statement
Let R be a commutative ring. Consider two elements A(X) = Standard proofs of this appeal to Zorn's Lemma or some weaker version, to show that if the ideal (C 0 , . . . , C m+n ) is not R, then it is contained in some maximal ideal m of R. This leads to the contradiction in the integral domain R/m [X] , that A(X), B(X) represent nonzero elements but their product represents zero. Gauß's Lemma has several proofs avoiding any version of Zorn's Lemma; we discuss some of these in Section 4 below.
Our goal here, however, is a construction of "universal" coefficients c 0 , . . . , c m+n satisfying 1 = m+n k=0 c k C k , expressed in terms of any a i , b j in R that satisfy
To do this, we work in a polynomial algebra,
and consider the elements
for k = 0, 1, . . . , m + n. We shall prove the following equivalent of Gauß's Lemma.
Proposition 2. There exist in S polynomials α, β, c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c m+n expressing
Consequently, for any commutative ring R and elements satisfying (1.1), the ele-
A seemingly nonconstructive proof
We first give a proof of the existence of polynomials α, β, c k as in Proposition 2, via induction on m + n. The proof looks nonconstructive, but will be re-interpreted in Section 3 below to give recursive formulas for α, β, c k . These formulas also lead to a simple bound (Proposition 4 below) on the degrees of α, β, c k when considered as polynomials in each of the variable sets a, b, A, B.
For the base case of the induction, let m = n = 0. One then checks directly that α = 1, β = a 0 A 0 , and c 0 = a 0 b 0 suffice:
In the induction on m + n, it will be important to emphasize the dependence of various objects on m, n. Changing notation, denote by S (m,n) the polynomial ring S, and denote by
denote the quotient ring of S (m,n) by the ideal generated by these elements. Proposition 2 then asserts 1 = 0 in Q (m,n) , that is Q (m,n) is the zero ring. One easily checks the following comparisons for m, n ≥ 1 (2.1)
which show that the principal ideals (A m ), (B n ) satisfy
2) and induction. Hence it suffices to show that the ideal (B n ) = 0. Note that multiplication by B n gives a surjection
2) and induction, this shows (B n ) = 0, completing the proof.
Making the proof constructive
To make the previous proof constructive, we recursively produce, for m, n ≥ 0, polynomials
in the ring S = S (m,n) with the property that
One easily checks that when m = 0 one can choose:
By symmetry, when n = 0 one can choose:
Now assume that m, n > 0. By induction on m+n, assume that one has constructed
Using (2.1), these become
where we have used two auxiliary polynomials
Now one can use (3.5) to replace d in (3.4) by
This yields the following expression:
Thus, if one recursively defines
, then one obtains coefficients satisfying (3.1). We have thus proven the following. To establish this, we use induction on m + n to prove a slightly more precise statement. Let N := so that N = N ′ + N ′′ . It is straightforward to check that the bounds on the total degree in the following table are valid in each variable set for the elements defined via the above recursions: 
4.3.
Zorn's lemma versus existence of maximal ideals. As mentioned in Section 1, standard proofs of Gauß's Lemma appeal not to Zorn's Lemma itself, but to the existence, for a proper ideal in a commutative ring, of a maximal ideal containing it. As shown by Hodges [5] , already the existence of maximal ideals in unique factorization domains implies the axiom of choice. However, for traditional proofs of Gauß's lemma, it suffices to know that any proper ideal is contained in a prime ideal. To explain this, recall that a Boolean ring is a ring, necessarily commutative, in which every element is idempotent. The fact that non-trivial Boolean rings contain prime (and hence maximal) ideals was proven by Stone [14] and is called the Prime Ideal Theorem for Boolean rings. It was announced by Scott [13] that this implies that any non-trivial commutative ring has a prime ideal. Proofs of this result are given in Banaschewski [1] and Rav [10] . Perhaps the simplest proof, which the first author learned from O. Gabber, is based upon the fact, proven in Olivier [8] , that any commutative ring, R, has an homomorphism R → T (R) to a von-Neumann regular commutative ring, also called an absolutely flat ring, which is universal for homomorphisms to absolutely flat rings. The set of idempotents E(R) of T (R) form a Boolean ring where the sum of idempotents, e and e ′ is given by e + e ′ − 2ee ′ . The proof concludes by showing (see Popescu and Vraciu [9] ) that the map p → p∩E(R) gives a bijection Spec(T (R)) → Spec(E(R)). Halpern and Lévy [3] proved that the Prime Ideal Theorem is strictly weaker than the axiom of choice. Finally note that for non-trivial finitely generated Z-algebras, the existence of maximal ideals does not require Zorn's lemma, and is proven in Hodges [4] . 4.4. Nagata's lemma instead of Zorn's. We mention here an alternate proof of Proposition 2, avoiding Zorn's Lemma, which can be deduced from Nagata's discussion in [7, §6, pp. 17, 18] .
There he introduces, for a commutative ring R, the set S of all polynomials
generate the unit ideal R. He constructs the ring of rational functions R(X) = S −1 R[X], containing R[X] as a subring. To do this, he first notes that (i) S is multiplicatively closed, that is, Gauß's Lemma, and (ii) S contains no zero-divisors. He offers no proof for assertion (i), but notes that (ii) is immediate from the following lemma, which he proves constructively. Lemma 6 also leads to a proof without Zorn's Lemma of Proposition 2 (and hence of Gauß's Lemma), as we now explain.
Choose Q = Q (m,n) to be the quotient of S = Z[a, b, A, B] by the ideal generated by a, b, C 0 , . . . , C m+n , as in Section 2, so that Proposition 2 asserts that Q is the zero ring. Assume for the sake of contradiction that Q is not the zero ring. Then A(X) and B(X) both have nonzero images in Q[X], because their coefficients generate the unit ideal of Q. However, their product C(X) has zero image in Q[X]. Hence the image of A(X) in Q[X] is a zero divisor. By Lemma 6, there exists q = 0 in Q such that qA(X) = 0, leading to the contradiction q = q · 1 = i a i qA i = 0. 4.5. Other constructive proofs. As Richman's [12, Theorem 4] is proved constructively, it immediately gives an algorithmic proof of Gauß's Lemma. It is likely that the same is true for the proof of [6, §II Lemme 2.6], and Nagata's proof discussed above.
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